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Remote Data Reading Limited
DISPLAY 3 PLAY PRODUCT DETAILS
This device is a multi-utility unit designed for domestic users, or for hotels, caterers and
similar businesses. It has been developed for conservation/sustainability purposes to save
power or water and reduce bills. It offers the possibility to detect abnormal consumption/leakage very quickly.
It is an EN13757-4 mode T1 radio receiver with data logging memory and a USB interface
but with the advantage of an LCD screen for displaying data collected in a user-friendly
form.
The receiver is automatically switched on 3 times each day and receives radio transmissions
from its pre-programmed meter list. The respective meter counts can be displayed on its
LCD screen and it has the capability to display weekly, monthly or annual meter consumption data for the last 4 years.
The accompanying software and built-in USB interface provide the ability to display consumption data in graphical or tabular form.
The unit is very easy to use and requires virtually no maintenance except for replacing the
standard AA/LR6 batteries.
- GPRS quad band modem with internal aerial
Connectivity

- USB 1.1 configuration interface
- 868Mhz or, on request, 434Mhz

Software

- USB driver and configuration and data reading software included (multi-lingual)
- Free software library for reading radio transmissions

IP protection

Conforms to IP43

Power supply

- 2x 1.5 v type AA/LR6 (alkaline or lithium) or USB

Memory storage
Compatibility

- Up to 10 meters programmable
- Historic consumption for the last 4 years
Fully compatible with EN13757-4 mode T1
- Dimensions 160x90x65 mm

Other features

- Internal ceramic aerial
- LCD screen
- LED for displaying alarms

Associated RDR Products:
 Web hosting services
 MTB USB receiver
 Hand held PDA

Contact Details:
hello@r-d-r.co.uk
Holme Lea, Stubley New Hall, Littleborough OL15 8PH
07850 936246
07597 590966
www.r-d-r.co.uk
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